Influence of Social Construct on Consumers’ Brand Purchase Intention: a Review of Research
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Abstract:

The aim of this study is to reveal the impact and influence of social construct on consumers’ brand purchase intention. Within the study the latent idea is to illuminates the influence of social construct on brand personality, which leads to enhance the brand purchase intention. The flow of effect of social construct is directly to purchase intention or through brand attitude. In different cultural point of view the specific dimensions of brand personality, those are more influential on purchase intention need to be identified. The outcome of the study may helpful for marketers to redesign their marketing strategy in accordance with the consumers brand personality.
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1. Introduction

A social construct in its simple sense means a social mechanism that is created and developed by society based on ideas and perceptions of individuals or group constructed through social practice like, perceived brand personality, buyers’ attitude, beliefs, emotions and such other factors. While addressing social construct in consumers’ brand purchase intention, different factors come into picture. In cut throat competition era getting a consumer, meeting the consumer profitably and eventually maintaining the consumer for a long time is a mammoth task. All verticals of an organization depend upon the interests of consumers. Making the consumer aware regarding the product/service, is the foremost step of sales and marketing. While creating the awareness through different process waves an amiable situation, brand allurements enhances this frequency. Brand has the power to wither all competitions. This is one of the smallest steps in cutting the cut throat competition, but in later stage it snowballs into long term strategy. Brand allurement is nothing but the capacity of the brand to attract the consumers towards it (Kotler, 1991). Some school of thoughts argue that brand is a lifeless entity, where as disciples of other different schools argue that brand has also specific disposition/attributes just like human being. Brand personality is nothing but basic set of human characteristics associated with brands. These personality dimensions play the critical role while portraying consumer affinity towards the specific brand (Hultman et al., 2015; Gordon et al., 2016; Molinillo, Japutra, Nguyen, and Chen, 2017). Researchers such as Aaker (1997) and Geuens et al., (2009) have identified certain brand personality attributes, which are widely referred by both marketers and academicians. Aker (1997) has emphasized on brand personality dimensions such as sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness, and Geuens et al. (2009) have identified brand personality attributes such as responsibility, activity, aggressiveness, simplicity, and emotionality.

2. Perceived Brand Personality

As per Keller, (1993) brand personality is the one of the drivers of consumer based brand equity and brand personality is regarded as the human attributes related with brand (Aaker, 1997). Brand equity is the innermost construct in the marketing literature and has chief proposition for brand administration (Barwise, 1993; Keller, 1993). Brand equity is defined as the incremental efficacy of a branded product contrast to its non branded equivalent (Aaker, 1991). High brand Equity relates to the higher consumer satisfaction eventually causative to amplify sales and profits by providing enormous effectiveness of transaction (Gupta, Lehmann, & Stuart, 2004). The measurement of intangible brand association is often operationalised using measures of brand personality (Eisend and Stockburger-Sauer, 2013; Davies et al., 2018).Therefore, we can say that brand personality is directly related to sales. Hence, it bears all responsibility for brands market growth and ensuring considerable impact and influence of specific brands among consumers. A Consumer always thinks that brand is their extension (Belk, 1988) because they see their own attributes through brand personality (Aaker, 1997). Constructive brand personality is directly proportional to brand attitudes and purchase intentions (Freeling, Crosoni,& Henard, 2011). The main reason is that brand with an alluring personality dote out as a striking rapport cohort (Fournier, 1998) that eventually leads to higher choice with high purchase intentions. Contextually, Grohman (2009) opines that consumer and brand gender analogy impacts on brand related consumer responses. Brand personality helps marketers to generate a divergent and significant image in the minds of consumers. This helps in product differentiation (Crask and Laskey, 1990); that eventually leads to positive assessment when compared to a generic offering (Upshaw, 1995).due to cut throat competition and technological up gradation and stringent regulations have compelled the marketers to differentiate by the help of functional product aspect. Therefore, brand personality plays the most crucial role to create a
market effectiveness for the product and it is really difficult for the product category where me-too are pettily available. If the congruity between consumer personality trait and brand personality happens, it automatically creates a differentiation in market. Research has time and again revealed that consumers do not have any obscurity in relating their brands in terms of human personality (Aaker, 1997). Human personality is the logical consequences of inbuilt disposition and practice, behaviors, outlook, mind-set, beliefs, demographic information, and physical facade (Park et al., 1986). On the contrary, Brands are inept of deed and personality must be incidental by their material quality, utility, user metaphors, and circumstances in which the brand is found (Sung and Kim, 2010). Brand personality in its simple sense is considered a set of human characteristics connected with a brand. Aaker’s (1997) depicted Brand Personality Scale (BPS) as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Brand Personality Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sincerity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down to earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheerful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Aaker (1997)

Although Aaker’s five magnitude of brand personality has acted as important extent instrument, but some loopholes (Austin et al., 2003; Azoulay and Kapferer, 2003) necessitate the assessment of substitute scales. Inadequacy of the scale comprise of (mentioned below):
1. The methodological precints resultant from factor analysis (Sweeney and Brandon, 2006)
2. The span of the scale extends beyond brand personality and includes magnitude of brand identity such as user-image and socio-demographic distinctiveness like age or gender (Azoulay and Kapferer,2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: A New Gauge of Brand Personality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down to earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Geuens et al. (2009)

Brand personality is a multidimensional and complex construct (Aaker 1997). It facilitates consumers to articulate themselves along several extents. Consumers correlate human personality persona with brands since they narrate to brands as they would to cohorts (Fournier 1998). Moreover, consumers recognize brands as annex of their selves (Belk 1988).

The marketing literature advocates that out of basic instinct of human behavior, consumers want to see brands as they feel themselves: be in feminine quality or in masculine, this is nothing but the derivation of self concept and seeing the own self through the mirror (Sirgy, 1982). Therefore, gender magnitude of personality emerges to be pertinent to brands that have figurative assessment for consumers trying to buttress their own masculinity and femininity. Practically this is also highly required in marketing place to generate congruence between consumers thinking with marketers thinking.

What a consumer thinks or perceives in his mind about a brand is his/her perceived brand personality towards the specific brand. So the perceived brand personality is nothing but the specific attribute the consumer perceives towards the specific brand. When the congruity between the perceived brand personality and brand personality happens, the purchasing intention enhances enormously.

Buyers brand purchase intention towards a specific brand is created if and only if the inclination of buying a product is found in the customer. Intention may be high or low, but it leads to purchasing behavior (Crosno, Freling & Skinner, 2009). In today’s market brand consumption is a matter of prestige and it is growing day by day. Therefore, research in the aforesaid direction is also growing in the same spire to help marketers to identify the specific reason behind the purchasing intention. Is it really the perceived brand personality creating possibilities in purchasing intention or else any other factor such as brand attitude or perceived brand personality mediating through attitude reaching to purchasing intention? Buyers brand attitude is a long term phenomenon, which is nothing but continuous evaluation of specific brand and its experience. This relation is directly proportional. But it is confusing whether brand personality is one and only one predictor or catalyst or some other latent catalysts are present in the process, if so then up to which extent? Some scholars argue that it is biological sex; male and female impacts perceived brand personality nurturing process. But other school of thought contradicts that it is more of social constructs; gender role less of biological construct; male and female.

3. Gender Role

As per Yorburb, 1974, how we think about our self as men or as women consists of gender identity. How we behave whether masculine or feminine is related to our behavior and attributes. Some argue that this is a psychological construct, but other believes that this is also a social construct, because this mirrors our social thinking (Harris, 1998). This is always divergent from sex, though always ambiguous in literature and also in thinking. The building of gender identity occurs early in human growth. At age two, a kid has significant gender familiarity and can utilize the words girl or boy correctly in referring to him/ herself (Katz, 1986). We are finished conscious of our gender at a near the beginning age, and once our nucleus gender identity is created it is hard to modify (Katz, 1986; West and Zimmerman, 1998).How we think and behave in due course of time represents our gender role. As per Erikson, establishing gender role is vital in adolescent age, because this determines personal identity, which also helps to eradicate identity bewilderment (Erikson, 1963, 1968). Gender role is skilled through day to day action. By virtue of his or her action he is called he or she (Salminen-Karlsson, 2006). Gender divergences are identified as social behavior (Campbell et al., 2004). There are inconsistent results with respect to the relative
significance of masculinity and femininity in explaining findings. For example, some researchers establish masculinity to be a noteworthy forecaster of consumer purchase intentions (Coughlin and O’Connor, 1985) whilst other found that femininity to be more important than masculinity (Fischer and Arnold, 1990) specifically in case of Christmas gift shopping. Sex is one of the most elementary of demographic classifications and is used in every social science and management research (Connell, 1987). Many researchers like Bein (1974), Iyer and Debevec (1986), Milner et al. (1990), Milner and Fodness (1996) and others argued: whether a product, like a person, has gender? Time and again, they established that most products had gender, and this also applies to still services (Stern et al., 1993). According to Woolfolk (1995), consumers build up gender identities for themselves and products; this is also helped by the image conversed by the marketers through media. To uphold gender image veracity, consumers mostly procure products that have gender identities congruent with their own (Milner and Fodness, 1996).

Consumption behavior is tacit to be consistent with a person’s gender identity. This also proved that both sexes have psychologically sore using products and services which do not seem to be made for them. Both sexes subconsciously want to use the socially fit product for themselves (Milner and Fodness, 1996). Self-congruency conjecture individuals use products, which mirror their own picture or identity; which also imply more applicability of self concept and less of functional attributes of the specific product (Grubb and Grathwohl, 1967).

Consequently, it is also vital and also startling that “Advertisers often work to create a gender image for a brand by featuring the targeted gender in an advertisement as a ‘typical’ user of the product” (Debevec and Iyer, 1986). Gender role is essentially per formative. One be trained how to take part in a masculine or feminine role, what is up to standard and what is not, how one should perform, imagine, and appraise oneself. Whilst age, ethnicity, class, and many other aspects have culturally approved standard, gender role is the most widespread and significant social systematize code (Rooopnarine and Mounts, 1987). A person’s gender role is unruled of several fundamentals and can be articulated through attire, deeds, choice of work, individual associations and other dynamic. Gender roles were conventionally alienated into sternly feminine and masculine gender roles, nonetheless these roles have branch out today into many diverse tolerable male or female gender roles. Still, gender role standard for women and men can contrast radically from one country or culture to another, even within a country or culture. Populace utters their gender role somewhat inimitably. Gender role can show a discrepancy according to the societal assemblage to which a person fit in or the subculture with which he or she opt to classify.

Evidence is already there to justify gender differences in decision-making processes of individuals such as financial decision-making (Powell and Ansic, 1997), attributes important in determining self-esteem (Tashakkori, 1993), emotional expression (Deaux, 1985; Kring and Gordon, 1998), and communication or conversational style (Tannen, 1995).

Though the outcome was conflicting in nature, from the result (masculinity and femininity) point of view, gender identity was emerged as pivotal player (Fischer and Arnold, 1990; Jaffee, 1991) masculinity is an important forecaster of purchasing intention (Coughlin and O’Connor, 1985), femininity is the construct better than masculinity (Fischer and Arnold, 1990). Studies have revealed that biological sex has more impact on consumer behaviour (Gould and Well, 1991) while dealing about consumer behaviour; attitude also acts as a vital catalyst. If consumers have favourable attitude towards a brand, it will help in creating a higher preference for the brand, minimizing the negativities around it.

4. Brand Attitude

Buyer’s brand attitude (BA) can be referred to the steady estimation of a brand, feeling towards a brand and inclination in the direction of a brand of a buyer (Armstrong & Kotler, 2000; Wu S, 2003). Attitude is the summation of all emotions, prospect, conviction, principles, and beliefs of a buyer (Bagozzi, 1994, Malhotra, 2005) towards a product/service. An assortment of aspect such as personal familiarity, knowledge, information, news, media & direct/indirect experience of life (Wu S, 2003) can manage buyers’ attitude towards a particular brand. Tripartite model of attitude (Blackwell et al., 2001; Schifferman & Kanuk, 2004) suggests that, attitude consists of the philosophy of the buyer, feelings, and emotions of the buyer, and behavioural objective of the buyer. Accordingly, buyers’ overall attitude towards a brand can be copied by assessing the beliefs, feelings, and emotions of the buyer towards the specific brand.

5. Buyer Brand Purchase Intention

Buyers’ brand purchase intention (BPI) can be defined as the purpose of a buyer to acquire a product or service of particular brand if he/she has to buy it. It replicates the likelihood and possibility that the buyer will purchase the brand (Crosno, Freling & Skinner, 2009). BPI can be predisposed by different cognitive & perceptual aspect such as name alertness, brand association, and perceived quality (Aaker, 1991). Theory of reasoned action advocates that behavioural purpose of the consumer leads to behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Son, Jin, Gerge, 2013), playing a pivotal role in buyer’s actions (Pierre et al., 2005; Schlosser et al., 2006), and extent of buyers’ brand consumption (Yoo & Lee, 2009).

Gender roles can be socially constructed roles, behaviors, activities, and attributes that a given society considers appropriate for men and women and reflects the social and psychological sex of the person (Suar and Gochhayat, 2016). Both sexes have different gender role as per social perceptions. Male are expected to behave in specific way and females are expected to manifest specific attributes, but those expected dispositions are not theirs copyright, they may behave defiantly and differently also. Therefore, perceived brand personality acts as the hub around which sex, gender role, buyers brand attitude, and buyers brand purchase intention revolve that is depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1: Influential role of Perceived Brand Personality

Source: Prepared by author

It is understood from figure 1 that perceived brand personality is influenced by more of gender role and less of sex factor, which eventually leads to higher buyers brand purchase intention through buyers brand attitude.

6. Conclusion

Comprehending all the published literature, it is understood that social construct such as gender role plays significant role in perceiving the brand personality in consumers point of view, earlier it was thought that sex was playing the pivotal role while defining the perceived brand personality. It largely depends upon
human personality, their behaviors, outlook, mind-set, beliefs, and other assorted traits. In understanding the relationship between perceived brand personality, brand attitude and brand purchase intention, this study provides an understanding of different brand personality attributes & their influence on brand purchase intention through the mediating effect of brand attitude. The finding will help the marketers to redefine the marketing strategy. Organisations may focus on suitable message so as to incarerate the desire of their target consumers. The organizations can remodel their product delineation to position the brand in market to augments the conversion rate of potential customers.

The marketers must be familiar with the scale of culture in shaping Indian consumer’s insight of brands so that their purchase actions can be better diagnosed. It is imperative for brand managers to grasp how consumers pick out the brand.
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